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AAPS’ Corporate & Sustaining Partnership Opportunities

Reach Leading Scientists Working at Every Stage of Drug Discovery, Development, and Delivery
WHO WE ARE
AAPS brings together pharmaceutical scientists from across the drug discovery, development, and delivery spectrum. Our 7,500+ members include executives, administrators, and scientists working in industry, academic, and regulatory settings around the world.

AAPS is respected for its peer-reviewed journals, educational programming, and career development assets; renowned for its annual conference, PharmSci 360; and relied upon as a prime resource for finding and hiring skilled scientists.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS
AAPS views you as a partner in pursuit of the research and innovations that will advance the work of scientists around the world. We seek to understand your business objectives as well as your challenges, and to provide solutions and experiences that benefit you while educating and informing our members. We offer dozens of targeted options that can support your organization’s mission, strategic plan, marketing, and philanthropic goals.

AAPS CAN HELP:
- Position your organization’s expertise in a specific scientific area
- Maximize awareness of your support for notable scientific contributions
- Affirm your standing as an advocate for next generation science and scientists

AAPS offers innovative solutions that are CREATIVE, FLEXIBLE, and COST EFFECTIVE. Through us, you can reach the scientists who will benefit most from your expertise.

Be recognized as an industry and scientific leader

AAPS Sustaining Partners play a vital role in developing the products and therapies that improve global health. As a Sustaining Partner, your company can help pharmaceutical scientists around the world learn, exchange information, and keep up on the latest research through AAPS’ many educational programs, events, and communication initiatives.

YOUR COMMITMENT ENABLES YOU TO:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPPORT</th>
<th>LEVERAGE</th>
<th>INFLUENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cutting-edge research and visibly position your company as an industry leader</td>
<td>your partnership with others to support and advance your business objectives</td>
<td>and foster new scientific leaders and be recognized as a career champion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The AAPS Sustaining Partnership Program allows you to choose the level of engagement that meets your business and marketing goals:

- COLLABORATOR
- STRATEGIC
- CATALYST
- VISIONARY

AAPS is advancing the capacity of pharmaceutical scientists to develop products and therapies that IMPROVE GLOBAL HEALTH.
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